(Part 2 – Liner Notes to “Devil Can’t Harm A Praying Man – Texas Gospel, Vols. 3-5)
By Opal Louis Nations
-- see also Part 1

The Gospelaires of Dayton, Ohio
This writer was fortunate enough to catch the Gospelaires’ performance in Great Britain
on January 16, 1966 at The Fairfield Halls in Croydon. Their schedule had been cut from
two to one show due to poor ticket sales. German promoters Horst Lippman and Fritz Rau
were playing on the promising results of their first gospel caravan in 1965 when the 5
Blind Boys of Mississippi and others came to play six English venues plus dates in Western
Europe. On this, the second European Spiritual & Gospel Festival, the (first time in the UK)
Gospelaires, who were an iron-throated quartet, generated so much excitement that
several people were shouted into comas. Other attendees, such as Dusty Springfield and
Eric Burdon, were driven into a cathartic state. News spread and somehow the
Gospelaires were given a brief spot on BBC T.V.’s Top of the Pops where one hundred
gaping teenagers experienced their first beyond-the-acne cleansing.
Generally, gospel music in Great Britain remained an adjunct of jazz throughout the
1950s. Jazz critics reviewed gospel in the trades and were generally lost in their
appraisals due, in part, to the lack of interest on behalf of the record companies who only
made irregular, cursory inroads into the major U.S. gospel indies catalogs. Greater
enlightenment dwelt in France and Germany where Brits like me trundled off to buy
records before the existence of Transat Imports in London. All this was turned around in
the 1970s with the black Brixton revival and emergence of fine church singing from the
Seventh Day Adventists.
Beginning details of the Gospelaires are sketchy at best. Liner notes to their third Peacock
album (Bones in the Valley, PLP 111, 1963) tell that joint-managers Clarence Kendricks
and Melvyn Pullen founded the Gospelaires in 1954 and that original members Stanley
Landers, Clarence Kendricks, Percy Gowdy, Robert Lattimore (born in 1921) and Melvyn
Pullen (born May 2, 1924) were drawn from various churches around the Dayton area.
The group played around the state and quickly built an outstanding reputation leading up
to their appearance on the 15th anniversary celebration for blind pianist and singer, the
late Prof. Harold Boggs (who recorded for Nashboro) at his Gypsum Tabernacle in his
home town of Port Clinton, Ohio on November 29, 1956.
The second half of the three-day celebration was m.c.’d by singer Mary Holt, “The Angel
of the Airwaves”, who enjoyed radio and T.V. exposure in Cleveland. Holt presented the
Gospelaires as headliners with the Boggs Specials, Mdm L. Raibon of Toledo and The
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Church of God in Christ Chorus from Mansfield. After this, the group’s reputation spread
beyond the New York, Chicago and Washington, D.C. areas.
In 1957, the Gospelaires recorded one single for Dora and Jimmie Avant in Dallas to
launch their Avant label. The songs were entitled “We’re Marching Together”, a song
supporting the civil rights in Little Rock, and “Some People Never Stop To Pray”. In
October 1957, they were noticed by Don Robey in Houston and signed to Peacock
Records. Group personnel at that point included tenor Melvin Boyd (born December
1932), manager/second tenor Melvyn Pullen from Dayton, second lead high tenor Paul
Alex “Easy” Arnold (born February 7, 1932), also a Daytonian, baritone Frank L. Peoples
from Blairsville, Penn., Robert “Bob” Lattimore of Shelby, North Carolina (born in 1926)
who doubled singing bass and playing guitar accompaniment as well as serving as the
group’s musical director, and Bob Washington, first lead tenor. Washington (born Paul R.
Washington on September 22, 1928) hailed from Beckley, West Virginia and made his
home base in Youngstown, Ohio. He started out singing and preaching at his foster
father’s church in Youngstown. His foster father was the Rev. E.A. Austin.

Gospelaires – courtesy Opal Nations

Paul “Easy” Arnold attended Roosevelt High and was a member of Dayton’s Mt. Olive
Church pastored by Rev. McFarland. He sang in the choir and the legendary Revelators
gospel group before serving in the U.S. Navy and going with the Gospelaires. Arnold was
the perfect high tenor foil to Bob Washington’s growling, preacherly, sanctified leads.
Robey’s first release on the Gospelaires was the smoldering “Just Faith”, written and led
by Bob Washington. The reverse was “Sit Down Children”, an arrangement of the
traditional “Sit Down Servant,” sung up-tempo with great gusto. Billboard’s New Spiritual
Releases announcement in late June 1957 awarded a full four stars to both songs. In
August, Billboard reported heavy sales around Texas, but strong competition from
elsewhere prevented it from breaking nationally.
A follow-up was issued in December 1957. The beautiful, almost Sensational Nightingales-like
“How Much Longer” (Will My Journey Be) led by Washington was undersided with his
lead on “They Don’t Understand Me”, a march-like ballad over in the Julius Cheeks corner.
It was quite obvious that the Sensational Nightingales were the group’s role model at the
time. Although the Gospelaires were wrecking churches and carving out a name for
themselves, their records did not sell in impressive amounts. As Ray Funk pointed out in
his two paragraph bio on the Gospelaires in the Galen Gart and Roy C. Ames book
“Duke/Peacock Records” (Big Nickel Publications, 1990), the Gospelaires did not truly
ignite until 1962 with the addition of seventeen-year-old “sky high” falsetto Charles
McLean form Greensboro, North Carolina. Hence, the Gospelaires became a powerful
force on the gospel “battles” front during the 1960s era when the Mighty Clouds of Joy,
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Violinaires and Gospelaires fought among themselves to gain the strongest public
support. Both the Violinaires and Gospelaires featured strong tenors who crossed from
one group to the other. In the late 1960s, Washington’s ministerial commitments took him
away from the group and Paul Arnold stepped into his place, as he did during the group’s
most memorable appearance on ‘T.V. Gospel Time’ in 1966 when he tore up the show.
The Gospelaires also tore it up on gospel “Caravan” shows at The Apollo in Harlem and
Uptown in Philadelphia. In 1968, Don Robey persuaded Charles McLean to cross over.
Under the Chuck McLain soubriquet, he recorded “My Lover’s Vow” for his Back Beat
subsidiary. The release flopped and he returned to the Gospelaires in 1970. The
Gospelaires split up a decade later. Surviving, one time or another, members include Joe
Brown, Charles McLean and Marvin Lattimore. Members gone on include Paul “Easy”
Arnold in Dayton on October 22, 2006, Frank L. Peoples, also in Dayton, November 19,
1988, Melvyn Pullen at an undisclosed location on December 27, 2002, and Rev. Robert
Washington passed away on April 2, 1996.
The Dixie Hummingbirds
On Tuesday, June 24, 2008, at approximately 10:10 a.m., Ira B. Tucker, the last long-serving
soldier (70 years) of Philadelphia’s world-famous Dixie Hummingbirds passed
from this life in the City of Brotherly Love. He had been sick for some while. He died from
complications due to cardio-vascular irregularities. He has been replaced by lead tenor
Carlton Lewis, a soldier who physically resembles Tucker. Tucker had recently reformed a
Dixie Hummingbirds outfit whose singing talent rivaled the soul-raising of the golden era,
namely the 1940s and 1950s. In 2006, this group put out an excellent CD entitled
“Still…Keepin’ It Real-The Last Man Standing” for Tucker’s own Nip N’ Tuck Productions
in Philadelphia. The squad included Ira Tucker Snr and William Bright (from the Sons of
Birds), lead tenors, Lindon Baines Jones, background tenor and guitar, Abraham Rice,
tenor/baritone, Edwin Cornell McKnight, basso profundo, Torrey Nettles, drums, and Willie
Coleman, bass.
At the time of Tucker’s demise, Robert Tisdale and Carlton Lewis had replaced Abraham
Rice and Willie Coleman. Tucker had recently celebrated his eighty-third birthday.
For the beginnings of the group, we have to go back to 1928 and the sanctified little old
wooden Bethel Church of God Holiness on Bailey Street in Greenville, South Carolina. The
church had a junior choir and from out of this Greenville area native James Bodie Davis
(born June 6, 1916 in Greenville, S.C.) formed the Junior Boys. The first recruit was his
childhood singing friend, baritone Barney Parks (Born Barney Lee Tate on July 15, 1915
in Wilmington, SC.) Parks had moved to a small town near Greenville from Wilmington with
his parents Maggie Parks and James Tate.
In addition, Davis picked up basso Fred Owens and tenor lead Bonnie Gipson Jnr. They
grew into a tight-singing four-member quartet. Wearing unmatched clothes and singing
spirituals, they rocked the churches around Greenville. The local Sterling High School in
Green County became the sponsoring, nurturing entity the group needed to get
themselves launched. They soon became the Sterling High School Quartet. Through
Sterling’s Prof. Hickson, the group got a music scholarship at Morris Brown University in
Atlanta. But the outfit was more impressed by the Heavenly Gospel Singers, one of the
top quartets of the day, from out of Spartanburg, South Carolina.
Led by Roosevelt Fenoy, the Heavenly Gospel Singers were fully professional and cut
records. The Sterlings, having no money, listened to the Heavenlys from a window outside.
Gospel singing to the Sterlings offered dignity and a means of support. The Sterlings
appeared in Atlanta at the annual C.O.G.I.C. convention and were well received. Davis
dropped out of Sterling High during the Depression and came up with a new name for the
group which tied it to the state, the South Carolina Hummingbirds, which he shortened to
the Dixieland Hummingbirds, then again to the Dixie Hummingbirds.
The ‘Birds toured in earnest during the 1930s. As they were acappella, they could rehearse
anywhere. By 1937, the original group started to fall apart. J.B. Patterson temporarily
replaced basso Fred Owens and Bonnie Gipson Jnr was dropped because of pitch problems.
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Substitutes moved in and out of the quartet, as many had family commitments and were
unable to tour. They continued to stay a four-member quartet up to the time of their first
recording in New York for Decca in September 1939 (according to Dixon and Goodrich’s
“Blues & Gospel Records 1890-1943” (Oxford University Press, 1997.)

Ira Tucker – age 13 (1938) – Courtesy Ira Tucker estate

Jerry Zolten in his authoritative book on the ‘Birds entitled “Great God A’Mighty” (Oxford
University Press, 2003) states that the group’s New York sessions took place in 1938 which
makes more sense because of personnel changes. The Decca acappella session line-up was
composed of James B. Davis, lead, Fred Baker, tenor, Barney Parks, baritone, and exHeavenly Gospel Singers basso Jimmy Bryant, who was dropped shortly thereafter and
replaced by the thirteen-year- old Ira Tucker who eventually became the group’s baritone
singer. The ‘Birds’ Decca sides, dominated by Bryant’s strong, striding basso, are in the
standard jubilee style of the time.
Tucker was born into poverty on May 17, 1925 and grew up with his mother in Spartanburg.
He was educated through the Spartanburg public school system. Ira’s mother discovered he
had a love for singing and a voice to match. At age five, Ira went from house to house in his
neighborhood offering to sing for people.
Davis was able to find a basso replacement for Bryant in Florida in the shape and form of
William Henry, born September 28, 1914 in Hickory, S.C. Henry stayed for awhile but was
never able to match Bryant’s showmanship.

Ira Tucker and Louise Archie (1944) – courtesy Opal Nations
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After Tucker joined the group, they traveled the Carolinas with Holden Smith and the
General Four, a harder singing quartet. Tucker learned a lot from Smith and gained both
confidence and inspiration from his more dramatic lead style. This resulted in both Davis
and Tucker alternating leads. Tucker developed a more emotional style and started
putting his own arrangements to songs. The Dixie Hummingbirds were gradually moving
away from stand-on-a-dime jubilee as exemplified by their heroes, the Golden Gate
quartet. Basso William Henry sometimes picked a guitar during the group’s performances.
By now, the group was able, through Davis’s tight management, to look smart in matching
suits and ties despite the fact they earned next to nothing on church programs in Virginia,
Florida and the Carolinas. The Dixie Hummingbirds, now made up of James Davis, Barney
Parks, Ira Tucker, William Henry and Wilson Baker, moved to Washington, D.C., then on to
Philadelphia where they made their permanent home. Davis had an aunt in Philadelphia
from whom they could rent rooms. He picked the city for its easy access to major cities
on the Boston to Washington corridor. Besides which, Philadelphia was a far safer city
than Greenville, South Carolina.

Dixie Hummingbirds – courtesy Ray Funk

In Philly, Charlie Newsome, a booking agent the group had met in Florida, found them
regular work and a spot on WCAU radio, a 50,000 watt clear channel CBS network affiliate.
They were billed as the Swanee Quintet. Top touring gospel groups were now showing up
on radio and in films. In November 1942, John Hammond and Barney Josephson got the
‘Birds into New York’s downtown Café Society in place of the Golden Gate Quartet. The
Dixie Hummingbirds had arrived. They were now reaching a wider and more sophisticated
audience which meant that the ‘Birds, now billed as the Jericho Quintet, had not only to
present spirituals in down-homey fashion but include old American ballads and folk songs
along with politically focused material. But uncompromisingly, the ‘Birds sang everything in
their own inimitable style. Supported by Lester Young, the ‘Birds, wearing Zoot suits,
slid out on stage like Buck & Bubbles at the Apollo. At times, they would alternate with the
Golden Gate Quartet and even covered each others’ repertoire. The ‘Birds closed at Café
Society on January 20, 1943, to allow other big acts to appear there. The draft was
beginning to take its toll on the group.
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Dixie Hummingbirds – 1942 – courtesy Jerry Zolten

By July 1944, the date of their return to recording on Irving Berman’s Regis label in
Newark, the group line-up had evolved into James B. Davis, lead tenor, Beachey
Thompson from the Willing Four (born October 12, 1915 in Newberry, S.C.), tenor, Ira B.
Tucker, baritone, and Spartanburg-born William Bobo (born May 12, 1915), bass. Bobo
was formerly Bryant’s replacement in the Heavenly Gospel Singers. The ‘Birds cut only
one split session with Sister Ernestine B. Washington under their own name for Regis. This
resulted in the single release of “I Just Couldn’t Keep It To Myself” backed with Ira’s
beautiful debut lead on “Book Of The Seven Seals”, sung in narrative style. Behind Sister
Washington, the Birds crooned “If I could make it in” and “Savior don’t pass me by” to
Prof. Alfred Miller’s piano accompaniment. In all likelihood, it was through Washington that
the ‘Birds recorded at all. 1944 was also the year that Ira married his childhood
sweetheart, Louise Archie of Greenwood, South Carolina.
The Dixie Hummingbirds then took part in “shellac drives”. As part of the war effort to
recycle shellac, the group would sing for about ninety minutes from the back of a truck
furnished with a public address system. They would follow this with a message to their
listeners to bring old, unwanted records to the truck. They also traveled throughout the
East Coast and found some work at small auditoriums and theatres through the sale of
their recordings. They were awarded a regular spot at Philadelphia’s W.I.P. on Sunday
mornings at 8:00 a.m. They were now getting gigs at classy venues in their home town of
Philadelphia. A regular Saturday radio appearance followed over WFIL at 1:45 p.m.
Then came a self-produced Easter anniversary concert at the Metropolitan Opera House,
an event that became a tradition.
In February 1946, the ‘Birds signed with Bess and Ike Berman’s Apollo Records in New
York City. The ‘Birds enjoyed four Apollo sessions in February 1946, January 1947, June
1948 and January 1949. Both bassos William Bobo and Providence Thomas shared Apollo
sessions time. The sessions were infrequent due to almost constant touring to out of state
gigs to stay together as a group. Apollo Records had star talent under contract. Besides
Mahalia Jackson (with whom the ‘Birds kicked off the label’s 100 series), the Georgia
Peach, the Two Gospel Keys and the Reliable Gospel Singers recorded for the label.
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Ira Tucker and James Walker – late 1950s – courtesy Ira Tucker estate

Ira Tucker’s ethereal lead was clearly in evidence on most of the eighteen sides recorded for
Apollo. His glorious high tenor on “One Day” from 1947 and pretty phrasing on “God Is Now
Speaking” from 1949 set the mold for what was to become the Dixie Hummingbird sound.
Apollo broadened the group’s popularity through national, as opposed to statewide,
distribution. “My Record Will Be There,” the group’s second release of 1946, drew the most
attention for its intricate, interwoven harmonic patterns. Record sales increased. The Bermans
encouraged the ‘Birds to cross over into the more lucrative blues & rhythm idiom but the
members were solidly against doing it.
Five months after the ‘Birds’ July 1948 Apollo session, the group appeared in Harlem’s
Apollo theatre with label-mate Mahalia Jackson. Their performance was a triumph. But by
January 1949, the ‘Birds had severed all ties with the controlling Bess Berman and Apollo
Records. An August 1949 Billboard announced the signing to Ivan Ballen’s Gotham label
in Philadelphia of five gospel outfits, one being of course the Dixie Hummingbirds. The
‘Birds’ approximately one year stay at Gotham produced at least seventeen recordings
over the course of three or more sessions.
The July 1949 date was the last all acappella session. The second, toward the close of
that same year, featured the great Doc Bagby on organ. Bagby was recording songs like
“Jitterbug Waltz” and “Jumpin’ At Smalls” for Gotham around that time and was filling in
on sessions. A drummer was added to an arrangement of one song on the third session.
It was not until 1952 that the ‘Birds fully succumbed to instrumental accompaniment.
Gotham sides included two sessions (late 1949 and early 1950) with the Angelic Gospel
Singers. Shared efforts rewarded us with the uplifting old Blue Jay Gospel Singers’ nugget
“Standing Out On The Highway” and the rapturous “Dear Lord Look Down Upon Me”
written by Thomas Dorsey.
Six titles in all were cut with Ira Tucker, baritone and shared lead, James B. Davis, tenor,
Beachey Thompson, tenor, William Bobo, basso, and the previously unrecorded Ernest
James, the group’s new second lead and high tenor from Philadelphia. The Angelics were
made up of stalwarts Margaret Allison, shared lead and piano, Lucille Shird, Josephine
McDowell and Ella Mae Morris. Doc Bagby filled in on organ, Ernest James’ presence here
suggest that the session may have taken place when the ‘Birds alone waxed their second and
last sessions. The third session offered us the infectious “Cool Down Yonder” and fine
sparring on the Tucker and Bobo-lead “Get Away Jordan,” reminiscent of Mahalia
Jackson’s arrangement. A version of Bro Joe May’s signature song “Search Me Lord” and
the lovely “Is There Anyone In Heaven That You Know” were cut on the group’s second
session. The first gave us William Bobo’s emotional licks on “Come See About Me” and
the impassioned two-part “Move On Up A Little Higher”, another of the group’s tributes
to Mahalia Jackson.
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In late 1951, James Davis realized that because black spiritual groups like the Golden
Gates, Deep River Boys and Charioteers had made it over to the mass market through
affiliations with major labels, he saw no reason why the Dixie Hummingbirds should not
follow suit. Finding an opportunity, the ‘Birds signed in late 1951 with Okeh Records for
whom they made two records, one on themselves and one with the Angelic Gospel
Singers. The Gotham collaboration had worked well previously, so it was A&R man Danny
Kessler’s intention to stick with the same winning chemistry.
By now, Ernest James had defected to the Sensational Nightingales and was replaced by
Paul Owens who had already enjoyed considerable experience as lead tenor with a
handful of quartets, including the Israelite Gospel Singers and Sensational Nightingales.
Owens was born in Greensboro, North Carolina on July 27, 1924. Owens sang second
lead tenor on both sides of the ‘Birds’-only release. Tucker took the lead as was custom
on the “I’ll Never Forget” and “I’ll Live Again” sides. The arrangement of the songs were
distinctly Tucker and the improved sound quality conveyed how adroit the group had
become with their harmonies.
The double group sides gave us the sanctified “One Day”, lead by Bernice Cole from the
Four Believers, Owens and Tucker, and Thomas Dorsey’s “Today (Evening Song)”, a more
mournful chart. All efforts to add solid rhythm accompaniment (more than one
instrument) were rejected by the ‘Birds until August 1952 when permanent guitar
support was added. By 1952, the ‘Birds had not yet scored a national hit despite the fact
that they had waxed for two major labels, Decca and Okeh. Gospel package tours were
catching on. Just like in R&B, top religious stars played theatres and auditoriums before
large crowds paying three or four dollars to get in. Record labels with rosters of gospel
artists sponsored packages for their artists or if a major act like Mahalia Jackson or
Rosetta Tharpe was touring nationally over their turf, the label promoters would go out of
their way to get their label’s talent onto the programs when they passed through their
major marketing areas.
The ‘Birds were introduced to Don Robey, proprietor of the Duke/Peacock Records in
Houston by WABQ Cleveland gospel deejay Rev. I.H. Gordon. Gordon was originally from
Texas and a friend of Robey’s. During 1951, Gordon had done a few favors for Robey who
repaid by putting Gordon on record with the 5 Blind Boys of Mississippi in 1951 (singing
“Doctor Jesus” / “Seek The Lord.”) The ‘Birds met with Gordon on his Cleveland program.
The Blind Boys were Robey’s first gospel signing. The Dixie Hummingbirds were about the
sixth, coming to Peacock at just about the same time as the Sensational Nightingales.
Barney Parks, who over the years managed and sometimes helped along both the ‘Birds
and the ‘Gales, was probably partly responsible for the signing of both quartets to
Peacock Records.

Dixie Hummingbirds – courtesy Opal Nations
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The ‘Birds’ first Peacock session took place at Bill Holford’s ACA Studios in Houston in
1952. Sole accompaniment on drums (later dubbed over) was probably metered out by
Lloyd “Fat Man” Smith’s drummer. Four songs were recorded. The doom-laden Korean War
opus “Wading Through Blood And Water”, coupled with C.A. Tindley’s “What Are They
Doing In Heaven Today”, hit the streets in April 1952. A quarter-page ad in Billboard
magazine that month heralded the ‘Birds’ first Peacock release. The Peacock issue came
at the same time as their two former Okeh recordings which meant they enjoyed extra
exposure and could plug all three releases at once.
Davis says Robey paid the group very little, only chump change after covering all the
production costs, which included the studio engineer’s salary, studio rental, etc. “Wading
Through Blood And Water” did well but did not catch alight. By August 1952, Paul Owens
was gone to the Swan Silvertones and replaced by guitarist Howard Carroll. Carroll was
born in North Philadelphia on April 27, 1925. Robey was in the midst of launching a
campaign to put his gospel artists in front of rhythm accompaniment, thus adding more
energy into the mix and steering them away from the virtues of tight singing and standup
jubilee.
The ‘Birds’ second release, “Lord If I Go” / “Eternal Life,” came from their second
Houston session of August 1952. “Lord If I Go” is very much in the jubilee tradition at the
start, then moves into shout double time and back again into jubilee. “Eternal Life” is a
beautiful ballad tailored perfectly to suit Tucker’s stylings. The song is otherwise known as
“He’s A Friend Of Mine”.
The group’s first big seller constitutes the next release of January 1954. “Let’s Go Out To
The Programs” was the group’s first stab at blatant self-advertising. Imitating a verse of
a best known song by a widely recognized quartet (in this case four of them) in a make-believe
concert, is as good a publicity stunt as walking a high wire over Broadway. Of course, the song
includes a verse on the ‘Birds. The idea came from a record by the Modernaires with Paula
Kelly on Coral from 1953 with the George Cates Orchestra.
Tucker showed he could impersonate A.C. Littlefield, Sam Cooke, Archie Brownlee and
Kylo Turner with the greatest of ease. The song became extremely popular in concert as
one would imagine and a second “Let’s Go Out To The Programs” with the ‘Birds’ paying
homage to all female groups was put out in November 1958. The reverse of “Let’s Go
Out To The Programs” (Part 1) gave us “I’ll Keep On Living After I Die”, a slow chant
centering on eternal life, a common issue in Tucker’s lyric writing which often came to him
while sitting on a river bank, holding a fishing rod and gazing down into the still waters.
The ‘Birds’ next release of April 1954 offered us “Live Right, Die Right,” pitched with
“Prayer Wheel”, “Live Right, Die Right” was described by Jerry Zolten as a mellow swing
jubilee, and quite rightly so. At this point, Tucker did not see reason to abandon the jubilee
tradition altogether. In fact, his recordings at the time showed he used jubilee to launch
his own more extrovert excursions into shout gospel.
The reverse, “Prayer Wheel”, was inspired by the Heavenly Gospel Singers who recorded
the song in 1936, according to Zolten. April 1954 also marked the addition of baritone
James Emerdia Walker, born May 24, 1926 in Mileston, Mississippi. Walker had been
immersed in gospel singing since childhood. His family were staunch members of the
church. Walker moved to Missouri in 1941 and sang professionally around St. Louis. After a
stint in the Navy, he returned to St. Louis and sang in the unrecorded Union Melody Men.
After a meeting with Cliff Givens, Walker became the baritone for the Southern Sons in 1953.
After a brief stay with the Southern Sons, Walker joined the Harmonizing Four where he
caught the attention of James Davis who thought he would make an excellent all-round utility
man, as he could sing all parts well. Walker also possessed songwriting talents
which the ‘Birds thought an enormous advantage.
“Prayer Wheel” was followed by the October 1954 release of Roxie Moore’s “Will The Lord
Be With You” on which Davis and Tucker traded licks. The reverse was “Christian
Testimonial”, led by Ira Tucker alone. “Will The Lord Be With You” is a fine mid-tempo
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hymn-like chant on which Walker plies his weeping-like baritone pleas for the first time.
“Christian Testimonial” is a mournful dirge sung blissfully in Tucker’s usual high register.
The group’s seventh single release, another taken from their April 1954 session, paired
“Sinner, Sin No More”, a jumpy song that must have kept the saints’ feet tapping, with
“I’m Not Uneasy” from the June 1953 session. “Swing Leads” were now the order of the
day. The ‘Gales had Cheeks and James playing off each other and other groups quickly
adopted the formula and followed suit. “I’m Not Uneasy” is a lilting ballad of the first order.
In July 1955, Robey issued “It Must Have Been The Lord”, a Tucker vehicle in the semi-jubilee
vein, and Walker’s first soloing on “Take Care Of Me”. Walker’s aching style certainly added an
urgent soul-like quality the group had previously lacked, a quality which must have persuaded
Davis to bring him into the group. Walker’s connection with the jubilee style of the past was not
as strong as Tucker’s. While Davis appreciated and in fact supported Tucker’s traditional
arrangements, Walker represented the direction gospel was moving in, much to the dislike of
the church establishment who thought that church singing should be devoid of all drama,
extroversion and commercialization.

Dixie Hummingbirds souvenir program –
courtesy Jerry Zolten

Dixie Hummingbirds – courtesy Opal Nations
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Our ‘Birds selections feature six more single releases. These include the beautiful “Poor
Pilgrim Of Sorrow” which sold well for them, and the colorful “Christian’s Automobile”, a tune
written by Tucker that ended up as the group’s signature song. Tucker was inspired by Brother
Rodney’s “Keep Your Hand Upon The Throttle”, a very popular gospel song from 1950 that
dates back a decade earlier to Wash Dawson.
The ‘Birds were seen briefly in the movie “The World By Night” and were also featured in 1965
on ‘T.V. Gospel Time’. The group was awarded a Grammy for Best Gospel Performance
behind Paul Simon’s hit recording, “Love Me Like A Rock” in 1973. The song was inspired by
the Swan Silvertones’ arrangement of “My Rock” recorded by them in 1952. Two film
documentaries followed. In 2000, they were inducted into the Grammy Hall and Vocal Group
Hall of Fame followed by a Philadelphia street re-naming to Fifteenth and Dixie Hummingbird
Way.
Recording-wise, the ‘Birds stayed with Peacock up to its sale in 1974, then recorded for its
new owners, ABC Paramount. In 1983, MCA acquired ABC and began reissuing old ABC and
Peacock masters. Also in 1983, the group moved over to Atlanta International Records where
they continued to record for a decade.
Ira Tucker’s funeral service took place on Wednesday, July 2, 2008 at The Met on
Philadelphia’s North Broad Street (a place where the ‘Birds came to enjoy their annual
celebration.) He was laid to rest at The Ivy Hall Cemetery.
The great basso Willie (William M.) Bobo moved on to glory on April 28, 1976 in Philly’s West
Park Hospital. James Davis also died in Philadelphia at his home on April 17, 2007. Fellow
Philadelphian Paul Owens passed at the University Hospital of Penn. on October 17, 2002.
Barney Parks succumbed in Durham, N.C. on February 24, 2007. Beachey T. Thompson also
passed in Philadelphia on June 28, 1994. One of the greatest baritones of all time, James
Walker, died in Philadelphia on October 30, 1992. Only Howard A. Carroll of the classic, longstanding line-up remains.
*****
You will notice that we have not included biographical details on the Bells of Joy, Bro. Cecil
Shaw, the Spirit of Memphis, or the Blind Boys of Mississippi. This is because they have
been duly covered in other Acrobat solo artist’s collections.
— Opal Louis Nations, July 2008
With special thanks to Ray Funk, Viv Broughton, Rev. Addison, Bob Marovich, Jerry Zolten,
the late Rev. Cleophus Robinson, Jo Jo Wallace, Lee Hildebrand, Dr. Marc Lindy, Roy C.
Ames, Horace Clarence Boyer, Anthony Heilbut, David Edwards, Mike Callahan, Ruth K.
Sullivan, Eric LeBlanc, Seamus McGarvey and Malaco Records.
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Decca poster – courtesy Godrich & Dixon

Brother Cecil Shaw (young) – courtesy Steven Shaw
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“Little Ax” of Spirit of Memphis –
courtesy Jonas Bernholm

Spirit of Memphis – courtesy Kip Lornell
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